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At Landau level filling factors nearn  1, quantum Hall ferromagnets form a Skyrme crystal state
with quasi-long-range translational and noncollinear magnetic order. We develop an effective low
energy theory which explains the presence of magnetic excitations in these systems at energies be
the Larmor gap (D) and that predicts a dramatic enhancement of the nuclear spin relaxation rate by
factor of103. The effective theory predicts a rich set of quantum and classical phase transitions. Base
in part on accurate time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculations of the ordered state collective excitati
spectrum, we discuss aspects of theT -n-D Skyrme crystal phase diagram. [S0031-9007(97)03424-8]
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At Landau level filling factorn  1ym (with m an odd
integer), the ground state of a two-dimensional electr
system (2DES) is an incompressible strong ferromagn
[1], i.e., it has complete spin alignment even in the limit o
vanishing Zeeman coupling strength and it has a gap
charged excitations. Quantum Hall ferromagnets have
unusual property [2–4] that their topologically nontrivia
spin texture excitations (Skyrmions) carry charge. Th
property profoundly affects their physics. In particula
the ground state at filling factors slightly away from
n  1ym contains a finite density of Skyrmions, an
these are expected [5–7] to crystallize, at least when th
are sufficiently dilute.

In an external field the spin-wave modes of a colline
ferromagnet have an excitation gap equal to the Zeem
energy. On the other hand, a noncollinear magnet can h
two Goldstone modes [8], and one of these can rem
gapless in an external field. The Skyrme crystal state h
noncollinear magnetic order [5]. A single Skyrmion spi
texture has its spins aligned with the Zeeman field at infi
ity, reversed at the center of the Skyrmion, and has nonz
XY spin components at intermediate distances which ha
a vortex-like configuration [2,6]. The classical (or quan
tum mean-field) energy of a Skyrmion is independent
the anglew which defines the global orientation of theXY
spin components. This extraUs1d degree of freedom for
a single Skyrmion leads to broken symmetry in the crys
ground state and hence to a spin wave mode which rema
gapless in the presence of the Zeeman field. The existe
of this gapless spin mode (presumably in overdamped fo
in a Skyrmeliquid state) dramatically alters the low tem
perature physics, manifesting itself in both rapid nucle
spin relaxation [9] and giant apparent specific heat [10]

In this Letter we address the impact of thermal an
quantum fluctuations on the physics of Skyrme crysta
We propose a rich zero temperature phase diagram
which quantum fluctuations destroy the magnetic ord
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of the Skyrme crystal for some values ofn and Zeeman
coupling strength. Where order exists in the ground stat
we estimate the finite temperature Kosterlitz-Thoules
phase transition temperatures. Our analysis is based
a boson Hubbard model, which we argue describes t
low-energy physics of this system, and on time-depende
Hartree-Fock approximation (TDHFA) calculations of the
collective modes of the Skyrme crystal, which accuratel
capture the intricate microscopic physics of the crysta
state and fix the Hubbard model parameters.

The simplest symmetry-allowed orientation-depende
coupling between neighboring Skyrmions is of the form
V  J

P
kijl cosswi 2 wjd. For typical Zeeman coupling

strengths andn not too close to1, detailed Hartree-
Fock calculations [5] show that the Skyrme crystal i
a square lattice with opposing orientations (wi  wj 1

p) for Skyrmions on opposite sublattices. The low
energy effective Hamiltonian we propose is motivated b
microscopic theory from which it follows [11] that, in
addition to the positional degrees of freedom, Skyrmion
carry an integer-valued internal quantum number (K)
which is the number of flipped spins (relative to the
maximally polarized state of the same charge). Quantu
states of definiteK are related to the classical states o
definite orientation by [11,12]jKl ~

R
dw expsiKwdjwl,

so that for each skyrmionKi and wi are canonically
conjugate. Thus our effective model is equivalent to
boson Hubbard model [13] in which the boson number o
theith site is mapped to the number of flipped spins in th
ith skyrmion. In this language the orientation-depende
interaction term corresponds to boson hopping and favo
long range boson coherence.

We limit our attention for the moment to states wher
the Skyrmions have crystallized. At low energies, phono
excitations of the lattice decouple [14] from the spins an
can be treated separately. Because of the Larmor g
and the incompressibility gap for particle-hole excitations
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4825
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fluctuations inK are the only relevant low-energy degree
of freedom, if the Skyrmion positions are fixed. Th
energy of an isolated Skyrmion in stateKi can be written
in the form [6] eKi  UKi 1 gpmBBKi, where gp is
the host semiconductorg factor. Nonlinearity in the
function UsKd maps to on-site boson interactions. I
the Zeeman coupling term on the right-hand side of th
equation,2g̃ ; 2gpmBB plays the role of a chemical
potential for the bosons. (In typical experimental system
g̃ , 0.015se2ye,d.) Making a quadratic approximation
for UK , we are led to an effective Hamiltonian describin
boson fluctuations for states withK nearkK̂l ; K0s g̃, nd:

H  U
X

i

sK̂i 2 K0d2 1 J
X
kijl

cosswi 2 wjd . (1)

For J ¿ U, boson hopping dominates over interaction
so that the bosons condense into a supersolid ph
with long range phase coherence. A linear spin wa
approximation for this model yields a gapless Goldsto
mode with dispersion

Eskd  h4UJf2 2 cosskxad 2 cosskyadgj1y2. (2)

However, unless2K0 is an odd integer, quantum fluctua
tions will destroy the classical ordered state and produ
a gapped “insulating” state [13] whenU ¿ J.

The parameters of this model can be fixed usin
microscopic Hartree-Fock calculations [5]. From th
ground state calculation we can evaluate the numb
of reversed spins per charge,kK̂l. In the harmonic
approximation, the boson interaction parameterU is given
by the inverse boson compressibility:

U  2
1
2

µ
≠kKs g̃, ndl

≠g̃

∂21

. (3)

The boson hopping parameterJ can then be extracted
from the collective mode spectrum which we compu
by locating poles of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock a
proximation (TDHFA) spin and density response func
tions,xmnsk 1 G, k 1 G0, vd. The TDHFA calculation
is facilitated by simplifications which arise from the re
stricted Hilbert space of the lowest Landau level [14,15
The collective mode spectrum in the extended BZ of th
square lattice Skyrme crystal is illustrated in Fig. 1. Th
two gapless modes are the phonon mode and the n
spin-wave collective mode discussed above. The das
lines show the same modes folded into the smaller B
of the magnetic lattice. Ask ! 0, the higher energy of
the two-zone folded modes evolves into the Larmor mo
(global precession of electronic spins around the Zeem
axis) which must occur at̄hv0  gpmBB. The fact that
the (new) spin wave mode atk equal to a reciprocal lat-
tice vector of the magnetic lattice is equivalent to th
k  0 Larmor mode can be understood in terms of th
opposite orientations of Skyrmions on the two sublattic
[14]. Because of the inhomogeneous magnetic order
the Skyrme crystal state, spin and density response fu
4826
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FIG. 1. Collective mode energies ine2yse,d units for n 
1.10, g̃  0.016se2ye,d, along the directionG-X. The shaded
region is the magnetic Brillouin zone. At eachk a mode is
labeled by the response function component with the large
residue inxsk, kd.

tions couple at general points in the BZ, and poles occ
in all response functions at each collective mode. Fig
ure 1 confirms that at low energies the only relevant de
grees of freedom are skyrmion orientations and location
and that these give rise to well separated spin-wave a
phonon modes. Ask ! 0, the phonon mode is lowest
in energy and has the characteristick3y2 magnetophonon
dispersion. We estimateJ by requiring Eq. (2) to repro-
duce the spin-wave velocity of the microscopic TDHFA
calculations. In Fig. 2 we plot the boson Hubbard mode
parameters (K0, U, andJ) for square lattice Skyrme crys-
tals at a series of̃g values and for filling factorsn  1.05,
n  1.1, n  1.15, andn  1.2.

Even theT  0, n 2 g̃ phase diagram of the Skyrme
crystal states is very rich. Figure 3 summarizes conclu
sions (some still qualitative) we have drawn from presen
calculations. The line of primary importance in this phas
diagram is the dark solid line which delimits [16] the
stability region of the square lattice. In our calculation
the instability of the square lattice is indicated by van
ishing long wavelength magnetophonon energies. Th
square lattice shear constant is negative for classical ele
trons, and this structure is therefore expected [14]
become unstable when Skyrmion orientation-depende
interactions become weak. The square lattice is stab
in the smallg̃, large jn 2 1j region where the Skyrmion
size is comparable to the crystal lattice constant. A
low Skyrmion density, the critical value of̃g is ex-
pected to vary asjn 2 1j3y2, corresponding [14] to a
fixed ratio of Skyrmion size to Skyrme crystal lattice con
stant. We have not yet completed a systematic surv
of possible crystal structures outside this region where,
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FIG. 2. Parameters of the low energy effective model f
n  1.05 (diamonds),n  1.1 (plusses),n  1.15 (circles),
andn  1.2 (squares) as a function ofg̃yse2ye,d. In the right
panel the solid symbols give values of the boson interacti
parameterU while the open symbols give values of the boso
hopping parameterJ. The noise in the latter curve reflects
numerical uncertainty introduced by the fitting procedure us
to extract the spin-wave velocity from calculated collectiv
mode energies.

any event, Skyrmion-disorder interactions will frequentl
play a larger role than orientation-dependent Skyrmio
Skyrmion interactions. Inside the square Skyrme cry
tal portion of the diagram, our estimates placeJyU .

1 except at largen 2 1. We therefore expect to have
a ground state with translational and magnetic order
the shaded portion of the phase diagram, which exclud
regions whereK0 is near an integer,JyU , 1, and we
expect magnetic-order to be destroyed by quantum flu
tuations. This phase diagram is subject to quantitati
alteration when quantum fluctuations in the Skyrmion pos
tions become large at largejn 2 1j. Outside of the square-
lattice portion of the phase diagram, Skyrmion orientatio
will be more weakly coupled and we expect quasi-lon
range magnetic order to be rare.

We can extract a rough upper bound for the Kosterlit
Thouless critical temperature associated with the loss
quasi-long-range magnetic order:TKT  spy2kBdrs ,
0.008se2ye,d , 1 K. Here rs  J is the spin stiffness
for the classicalXY model obtained whenU  0 and the
numerical estimate is for typical magnetic fields,10 T.
This temperature should be compared with the classi
melting temperature of the crystal which can be estimat
using KTHNY [17] theory. For elastically isotropic
systems with long-range interactions,TM  sb2my4pd
wherem is the shear constant andb the lattice constant of
the crystal. Neglecting the elastic anisotropy of the squa
lattice [14,18], we estimatem for the Skyrme crystal from
the long wavelength dispersion of the magnetophon
mode h̄vskd ø s2pm,e2yed1y2sk,d3y2. These considera-
or
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FIG. 3. T  0 phase diagram for Skyrme crystal states. T
value of g̃ at which the square lattice shear modulus vanish
has been determined numerically atjn 2 1j  0.05, 0.1, 0.15,
and 0.2 and interpolated to delimit the square lattice stabil
region. The solid circles indicate the variation ofK0 
kKl along the square lattice region boundary. Noncolline
magnetic order survives quantum fluctuations in the reg
(approximately) indicated by the shading.

tions lead to melting temperatures atg̃  0.015se2ye,d
of 5.23, 3.63, and 2.51 [in units of 1023se2ye,d , 0.1
K] for n  1.10, 1.15, and1.20, respectively. Therefore
we expect that the melting transition will occur at a low
temperature than the magnetic transition. Dislocations
the “tetratic” fluid state frustrate the Skyrmion orient
tional order, so the spins presumably disorder at the sa
temperature in a single transition [14]. For classical el
trons the melting temperature of the electron crystal
lower than the KTHNY estimate by a factor of,2; quan-
tum positional fluctuations [19] cause a further reductio
Since orientational order is responsible for the posit
T  0 shear modulus of the square Skyrme crystal, th
mal and quantum fluctuations of theXY order are likely
to lead to an even larger reduction in the present case.

At n  1, spin-relaxation in a quantum Hall ferromag
net is activated because of the Larmor mode gap.
jn 2 1j fi 0, however, both phonon and spin-wave Gol
stone modes of the Skyrme crystal can relax nuclear sp
The (spatially averaged) relaxation rate has a Korrin
temperature dependence,

1
T1

~
kBT
h̄V

X
G

Z
d2k x 00

12sk 1 G, k 1 G, Vd , (4)

where V is the nuclear resonance frequency.x 00
12 has

contributions proportional [14] todsh̄V 2 ejs $kdd where
ejs $kd is one of the collective mode dispersions show
in Fig. 1. At long wavelengths neither phonon n
4827
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spin-wave excitations change the total electronic spinSz

so that there is no contribution toT21
1 from the G  0

term in Eq. (4). However, both changeSz locally, and
contributeG fi 0 terms to Eq. (4) which can be extracted
from our TDHFA calculations. We find that [14]

t21
sw 

jn 2 1jXswsh̄vcd2

4pUJ
,

t21
ph 

2Xphsh̄vcd2

3f4pjn 2 1jh̄VkBTM se2ye,dg2y3 ,
(5)

where t21
sw and t21

ph are the spin-wave and phonon con
tributions to the relaxation rate normalized to the Kor
ringa expression for the same 2DES atB  0, and Xsw
and Xph are numerical constants. [Forn  1.10 and
g̃  0.010se2y,d our detailed numerical calculations yield
Xsw  13 and Xph  1.9.] We expect that, in practice,
disorder pinning of the Skyrmion lattice will gap the
phonon spectrum and suppresst21

ph . The linear relation-
ship we find betweent21

sw and jn 2 1j is in agreement
with experiment. Using parameter values from Fig. 2
Eq. (5) implies that forjn 2 1j  0.1, the spin-relaxation
rate should typically be,103 times faster than for a 2D
Fermi gas system atB  0, in rough quantitative agree-
ment with the experimental results of Barrettet al. [9,14].
This enormous enhancement in1yT1 can bring nuclei into
thermal equilibrium with the electrons and dramaticall
increase the apparent specific heat of the 2D electron s
tem [10]. We speculate that the sharp peak in the appar
specific heat observed by Bayotet al. [10] may be associ-
ated with critical slowing down at the Skyrmion melting
temperature which suppresses motional narrowing of t
nuclear resonance in the well and thereby enhances th
mal coupling to nuclei outside the quantum wells [20]. I
so, the Skyrmion melting temperature atjn 2 1j , 0.2
is ,30 40 mK, a believable,10 times smaller than the
naive KTHNY estimate.
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